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1. The UK position regarding the economic evaluation of thermal reactor oxide fuel 
reprocessing and forecast of how the fast reactor premium/U303 price might vary with 
tima is illustrated on the attached Figure. A discount rate of S% pa has been 
assumed corresponding to the Required Rate of Return of 51 pa in real terns 
stipulated by the UK Treasury for the appraisal of long term projects. 

2. The solid line QBJt represents the present UK situation and reflects the UK 
view that reprocessing of thermal reactor fuel is essential and that plutonium 
should be scored pending a decision regarding its future use. The intersection of 
QBR vith the line Q30 at the point U<]R shows that the uranium-only recycle mode 
would be economic in the PWR for uranium prices above §55/U303 even if plutonium 
was valued at zero worth. Similarly the intersection of QBR with the line Q B T a t 

the point UJJX* shows that the recycle of both uranium and plutonium would be 
preferable to plutonium storage at uranium prices above $20/U30g. The point UOT 
shows that such thermal recycle is economic relative to the once-through mode for 
uranium prices above $40/U308. The assumed costs are generally consistent with 
those presented at the Windscale Inquiry (1977). 

3. The UK views on fast reactor premium and future uranium prices are illustrated 
by the two shaded areas superimposed on the graph. Since the UK Government has 
taken no decision regarding the future deployment of the fast reactor in the UK the 
fast reactor cost figures are notional and based on a programme made available to 
the Windscale Inquiry (para 8.2 of Vol 1 of Inquiry Report, published by UIISC). The 
left-hand shaded area reflects an assumption of low uranium prices whilst the 
right-hand shaded area assumes high uranium prices. The upper boundary of each area 
reflects high estimates of the fast reactor premium; the lower boundary reflects 
low estimates of the fast reactor premium. Each shaded area represents reactor 
installation dates covering a time span of 20 years (from a nominal 1990 to 2010). 
The uranium prices associated with each year are present worth values over the 
following 30 years in a PWR. 

4. The diagram drawn for the assumed UK conditions suggests:-

a, if uranium prices' rise rapidly the fast reactor would become economic 
in the decade 1990 - 2000 

b, if uranium prices rise more slowly, the fast reactor would become 
economic in the decade 2000 - 2010. 

5. It is stressed that future uranium prices are likely to depend upon the 
reactor strategy adopted in the world at large. It is concluded that a future as 
suggested in paragraph 4(a) is more likely in a world with few, if any, fast reactors 
installed in the first few decades of the next century so that demands on the 
available uranium supplies for thermal reactors would be high. It follows that the 
future as suggested in paragraph 4(b) could arise if significant numbers of fast 
reactors are installed after the turn of the century and assist in stabilising 
uranium prices by reducing demand. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE REPRESENTATION OF ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING UNITED 
KINGDOM NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE STRATEGY tPu VALUE ZERO. DISCOUNT RATE 5%pery«ar) 


